INTRODUCTION
For some control Systems the natural phase space are differentiable manifolds ( [1] , [2] ). As it is observed in [2] pp. 454 : « it is this (phase space's) topological complexity that causes the confusion and profusion of switching loei ».
In the present paper we extend the results from [3] to control Systems on differentiable manifolds.
The study of Such Systems is natural from the point of view of the synthesis namely because in this problem, it is the global dependence on states of the controls that is pointed out. And to understand what a state is, we have to consider it as a point on a differentiable manifold as in classical mechanics ( [8] , [10] ). This fact is clear in situations as the one in the example studied in section 1 of this paper.
But even in the local case -control Systems on Euclidian spaces -in the définition of the admissible synthesis we deal with differentiable manifolds.
Finally, differentiable manifolds allow us to write coordinate free relations that express properties of the admissible synthesis. Therefore we deduce that these properties have a « geometrie » nature and do not depend on the choice of coordinate Systems.
(1) Universitatea din Bucuresti, Facultatea de Matematica-Mecanica.
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In the first part of the paper we present shortly an example of control system on two -dimensional cilinder.
Then, using the notions of « piecewise smooth set » and « regular synthesis » introduced by Boltyanskii ([4] , [5] ), we define an admissible synthesis for control Systems on differentiable manifolds. Some properties of the trajectories generated by this admissible synthesis and dual variables are studied using the methods from [6] , [7] .
In the second part we prove some properties of the value of the performance of the admissible synthesis and we give sufficient conditions for optimality of the admissible synthesis in the form of the functional équation of dynamic programming and in the form of the maximum principle.
We note that the proposition 7.1 was significantly improved with respect to the corresponding result from [3] and this allows us to write in a unitary manner the relations (6.8) and (6.9) that must be satisfied by the dual variables.
The new form of the proposition 7.1 and the fact that dual variables belong to the cotangent manifold of the phase space made more clear the ideas and allowed to describe an algorithm for the admissible synthesis that represent a généralisation and a justification of the R. Isaacs' technique ( [17] ) for cotrol Systems and differential games. The description of this algorithm will be published separately.
AN EXAMPLE OF CONTROL SYSTEM ON THE CILINDER
A radar antenna designed to rotate about a vertical axis through its center of mass leads to the following control problem In [1] the optimal synthesis for this problem is given using the maximum principle.
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We shall present shortly this synthesis then we show that the control system may be described as a control system on the cilinder.
Solve first the problem in the case when the target set is the point (0, 0).
The switching loei for this problem are the following curves ( fig. 1 (0) represent an optimal synthesis according to the définition from [3] and a « regular synthesis » as in [4] , [5] ,
We consider now the gênerai case of the control problem (2.1), (2.2). The switching loei are the curves yf±\ tp^, ^^ n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,... obtained from rf£\ <p ( ± >, ^(± ) by translation along the a^-axis with -^-n.
We define the sets c ( ±j and the fonctions t) (n) and W (n) as foliows :
For this problem there exist the « indiference curves » :
To define the optimal synthesis we consider the sets :
and the function v defined as follows :
is either o^ï 1 ' 3e
) is on the indiference curve £ (n) . In [1] is proved that the synthesis defined above générâtes optimal trajectories in every point in the plane and the value of the functional (2.2) is given by the formula :
It is easy to prove that the sets c ( ±\ ft D (n) , Ç (n) n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,... and the fonctions t) and W represent an optimal synthesis as in [3] .
Let us show that this control system may be considered on the cilinder. Since the cilinder may be obtained from the plane by identification of the points (s 1 , x 2 ) and I x 1 + -^-n, x 2 j,n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,... it follows that the right hand side of the system (2.1) (that is the vector (x 2 , u)) may be considered as a parametric vector field on the cilinder.
Similarly, the function f 0^1 , x 2 , u) = \ t + X 2 (s 2 ) 2 + X 3 |u| from the intégral (2.2) does not depend on x 1 , hence it is a function on the cilinder.
The target set = { (^r n > °) l n = °> ± l > ± 2 > -} represents target point on the cilinder. Moreover, the synthesis defined above, o, is also a function defined on the cilinder. Indeed, the switching curves T)^, cpg 0 , ^ and the indiference curves Ç(n) S it = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... define respectiveïy the curves r\ ± , cp ± , ^±, \ on the cilinder, as follows : 
In [2] the optimal synthesis is given using the maximum principle and it is pointed out that the phase pace of this problem is the cilinder.
CONTROL SYSTEMS ON MANIFOLDS. THE BOLTYANSKIFS LEMMAS
In what follows, by differentiable manifold we mean a C\r ^ 2), Hausdorff, finite-dimensional manifold, which admits the partition of unity and without boundary if we do not specify otherwise.
We shal call « C p -morphism » a C p -map from a manifold to another ( [8] , [% [10] , [11] ) and C p -function » a C p -morphism from a manifold to R. A nonautonomous vector field on the differentiable manifold Zis a map i; : X x I-+T(X), such that for any t€l<^R 9 the partial map l t :X-+T(X) is a vector field on X(that is, l t (x) = £(s, t) € T t Xfor any x € Xor T x o £ t = id whereT x : T(X) ->X is the tangent bundie («id» means the «identity »)).
A map c : I± C ƒ ~>X is an intégral curve of £ at the point x 0 € X and the moment to t 0 € I t if c(t 0 ) = x 0 and T t cA = Ç(c(t), t) for any t € h(Tc ; T(I^ -> T(X) is the tangent of the map c). Therefore, £ is a C^morphism from Ixüto T(X) and for any CÙ çQ the partial map ^ : X -> T(X) h a C^vector field an X. The curve 9 ( t 0)ï ) ^ ca/7erf admissible trajectory through the point xeX (corresponding to the admissible control u). Let SJLj dénote the set of ail admissible controls corresponding to the point X € X and ^ -U °IW .
2)
P(x, u) = P{x, 9(t0 A ) = fldO + f 'f°(9 ( to,*)(t), u(t)) dt
For every admissible control u € ^^ (hence for every admissible trajectory through 3e € X) we define the real number : 
Définition 3.3
The admissible control ü € ^^ is an optimal control corresponding to XGX if we have.
for ail uçUj
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The controlproblem for the System S is to find an optimal control for any point x € X (or to find an optimal control for a given point x 0 € X).
Modifing in a suitable manner the notions of « curvilinear polyhedron » and « piecewise smooth set » the main lemma from [4] ( [5] ) is also true for the control system on differentiable manifold. 
Définition 34

Let
V -+X a C l -injective immersion on K, Then, the set (p{K) C X is a s-dimensional curvilinear polyhedron in X.
Définition 3.5 M C X is a piecewise smooth set of dimension s if the following conditions hold : (i) M is a union of curvilinear polyhedra in X;
(ii) Every compact subset of X intersects only afinite number ofsuch polyhedra; (iii) There exists in M a s-dimensional curvilinear polyhedron and the others are of dimension < s. Using the theorems on vector fields from [11] , the theorem on smooth maps of differentiable manifolds from [14] and the classical theorems on differential équations from [15] and [16] we can prove the following lemmas (3.1-3.4) -the Bolthyankii's lemmas-as in [4] or [5] , Lemma 3.1.
Let V : X -^Rbe a C
l -function such thatfor every x € JSTthe following inequality holds :
Then,for every admissible control u € € \L 3É the following inequality holds :
Lemma 3.2.
(i) Let V:X ->R be a C°-function, MCX be a closed set such that the map V x = V \ X\M is a C
l -function and for every x€X\M we have : 
THE DEFINITION OF THE ADMISSIBLE SYNTHESLS
The following définition is obtained from the définition of the « regular synthesis » ([4], [5] ) by omitting the condition that the « marked trajectories » satisfy the maximum principle.
Let JV, P k , P k+1 ,.... P n-1 CJbe piecewise smooth sets such that is of dimension /, TV is of dimension smaller than n and such that jjcp fc c p k+1 c... c p"" 1 c x
The sets N, P\ ... P n-1 and a map t > :JT->Q represent an admissible synthesis for the control System S if the following requirements are fulfilled :
A.QTheconnectedcomponentsofthesetsiA (P i~1 UN) i= fc, k + 1,... n are diiferentiable submanifolds of X 9 of dimension i; we call them f-dimensional cells. The connected components of the target set fÇ = P k~l are also fc-dimensionnal cells.
( (ii). From the points in N may start several intégral curves of f. The inté-gral curves of | starting at points in AT do not remain in N but enter in a cell of type I.
We dénote by cp^ an intégral curve of | starting at x € X and we call it marked trajectory ( [5] ). If x € X\ N then 9^ is unique.
If t F is the first moment when the trajectory 9, reaches 5 and x F = then for the point x € X and for the marked trajectory 9^ we may define the real number :
The number P(ae, 9^ is the same for any marked trajectory starting
The function W : X ->R defined by W(x) = P(x, 9^) is continuous and we call it the value of the synthesis. REMARK 4.1. The map ü = 009^ is an admissible control corresponding to the point x € Zaccording to the définition (3.1) and the marked trajectory <ç> % is the corresponding admissible trajectory for ü. It follows that the admissible synthesis générâtes admissible controls at every point of X. In the same way it can be proved that the synthesis given in [2] for the example from the Remark 2.1 is an admissible synthesis.
MARKED TRAJECTORIES
We consider a cell c C X of type I of the admissible synthesis defined in the section 4.
Since from every point x € c there starts a unique marked trajectory <p x staying in c during a time interval it foliows that | defined by (4.1) is a tangent vector field to the submanifold c C X and hence from the proposition 6.7, chap. III from [10] it follows that there exists a unique vector field on c such that : (5.1) T3 C o l c = X o 3 C where 3 : c -> X is the inclusion map and
Therefore, every intégral curve of the vector field | c is a pièce of a marked trajectory and conversely, every marked trajectory which passes through any point of c is an intégral curve of the vector field £ c .
We say that \ t is the vector field defined by | on the submanifold c. On the other hand, since c' C c is a submanifold (possibly with boundary) say of dimension r (k + 1 < r < n) and II (c) = II(c) H c is a (A--l)-dimensional submanifold, it follows that there exists a chart (U u 04) at x 0 € c' with the submanifold property for c' ( [11] ) and there exists a chart {V u $ t ) at the point x(*o) on C with the submanifold property for II(c).
That means that if the local coordinates in U ± C c are a = (a 1 , a 2 ,..., a n ) and in 
O).
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We consider now the charts (J 3 X U 3 , id X a 3 ) and (V 3 , p 3 ) instead of the charts (I 2 X U 2 , id X a 2 ) and (V 2 , p 2 ) respectively, where Then, for any (t; OL\ ... 5 a n ) €/ 3 X a 3 (i7 3 ) we have * e (t; a 1 ,..., a n ) = (4iJ(t; a\ ... 5 The functions (5.7) vanish at this point because we can take the charts (I 3 x U 3 , id x oc 3 ) and (V 3 , p 3 ) such that 
defined above). In particular we have t F = T q (x), x F = X q (x).
Since the marked trajectory <p x is uniquely determined we have : is an open neighborhood of the point ae 0 in c'.
Let S t -t 0 -Tf-i(Xo) ~ £ and S 2 = t 0 -Tf-iteo) + e.
For any point (t, j) € 11 0 -| » t 0 + 11 X t^ we have t -x { " ^s) € (8^ 8 2 ) because for x€U u T(X) € (T^^O) -e, T^^ÏO) + s)-
From the corollary of the theorem 6 chap. IV in [11] it follows that if
there exists a neighborhood FC^Ci of t) 0 such that [Sx, S 2 ] C (tf( 9 ), t t + (î))) for any r, € V.
If we take t) 0 = Xi-i(^o) then, by using the continuity of the map Xi-i : e' -•ft(Ci_ 1 ) we obtain a neighborhood U 2 C c' of the point x 0 such It is obvious that if U = «7 t fl C/ 2 we have (t 0 -e/2, t 0 + e/2) X ÜC£>; and hence ^ is open.
From the relation (5.11) and the fact that r i^1 , Xi-u $i are C^morphisms it follows immediately that ^ Is a C^morphism.
Using the functorial properties of the tangent of a C^morphism ( [11] ), from (5.12) we obtain (5.15) if we observe that To prove the relations (5.16) and (5.17) we observe that the relations (5.14) may be written 
n is the diffeomorphism given by the relation
That means that of on {ƒ C A" we have the local coordinates a = (a 1 ,..., a tt ) (that is oc(aO = (a 1 , ..., a tt ) € a(*7) for x € U) then i € T^Z has the local coordinates (a 1 ,..., a , ..., a n , X 1; ..., X n ) are the local coordinates in T*(U) on T*(X). We shall use the well known fact that the manifold T*(X) with the second canonic differential form on X represent a symplectic manifold.
It is known (see [8] , [10] Therefore, the local représentative of an intégral curve of the vector field £> H is a solution of the differential system :
Moreover, the function ^is a first intégral for the vector field £ H that is H is constant along to any intégral curve of £#.
For the admissible synthesis defined in section 4 we shall define a function H of class C 1 on every cell and we shall study the intégral curves of the vector field Ç H . As we shall see in this section these intégral curves which are curves in the cotangent manifold are in a certain connection with the marked trajectories.
Let us consider as in the preceeding section the cell c of type I, the neighborhood c C X of the closure c, the C i -extension 5 C : c ->Q of the restriction rj c = t)| c and the vector field Ç c on c (5.2).
For the given C^function f° : X x Q -+R we define the C^-function where the local coordinates are (a*,..., a n , X t , ..., X tt ) then, the local représen-tative of the function H 0 Ê ta = H t o (î^a)"" 1 is given by : Hence we may associate a unique vector field ££ = (dH c )^ on T*1 which has the principal part with respect to the charts (r*(t/), T*
oc), (T(T*(U)) } T(T*OL)).
Therefore, the local représentative of an intégral curve of the vector field ££ is a solution of the differential system : = _ j (af "., a ) -f *i % («S .... -) i = 1. %.... n.
Since the first équations are independent and since the right hand side of this subsystem is the principal part of the vector field \ c we deduce :
-at every point g e r*(c) there exists a unique intégral curve i> c^o f the vector field Ç^ ; -the projection of the intégral curve # c>9 an the manifold c by the cotangent bundie T* : 2"*(c) ->c is the intégral curve $ C(Ï of the vector field % c if Moreover, the intégral curve 3> Ct9 is defined on the whole interval of défi-nition (t^(x), t c + (3e)) of the maximal intégral curve !p c^ of I c ; -H c (<S> eti (t) ) is constant for any t in the interval of définition of the curve <ï> c>1 j.
We consider again the submanifold c' which is either the cell c of type I or the union c 0 U c if there exists a cell of type II c 0 such that c = S(c 0 ) and we consider the cells of type I i x = c, c 2 , ». c 2 through which pass the marked trajectories starting in c' and ü(c € ) C gf.
For every cell q we consider as above the neighborhood c ff the func- We must prove now that there exist the points 1)*" € r* (I) c; = T* W X and gf € r* (ï) which satisfy the relations (6.8) and (6.9) respectively.
Let us dénote by | {(3e) the one-dimensional subspace of T Xi(x) C\ generated by the vector ^(xiU) From the hypothesis, we have |i(xf(x)) # 0 and EiGüw) * r3 jT{Ci) (r xi n( (3t) Ci))andhence ^(x) + TS n(c0 (T iX(t) 
On the other hand the relations (6.8) and (6.9) mean that we must find the functional tli" : T x{t^t i -> R when we know its action on the (Ar t + ^-dimensional vector subspace ^(j) + T3-(({) (r xi(I) II(Ci)) of the n-dimensional vector space Since 0 ^ k x ^ n -1, hence 1 ^ k x + 1 < n, it is well known that such a functional exists always, moreover, the set of these functionals represent a (n -k x -l)-dimensional vector space. (In fact to find such a functional is to find a solution of a linear, n X (k x + 1) algebraic system with matrix of the maximum rank k x + 1.) REMARK 6.1. Since j^ is a first intégral from ££ and from (6.8) If the dimension of the terminal manifold 5 * s & = tt-1, then X)q, t)^"-i, -.., t)T are uniquely determined and hence the point K)(x) is also uniqualy determined. When 0 ^ k < n -1 the one-sided limit s x)î~ (t -1, 2, "., q) are not unique and we may deduce that the point t)(x) is not unique. However, in the next section we shall prove that when x belongs to a n-dimensional cell* X)(x) is uniquely determined even if the dimension of g is 0 < fc < n -1. (ii) For every x € c' we have : for every x € c'.
THE VALUE OF THE ADMISSIBLE SYNTHESES AND SUFE1CIENT CONDITIONS OF OPHMAUTY
Since the maps f^, Tj_ l5 TJ are of class C 1 it is immediatly seen (using the local représentatives) that the intégral 7j given by (7. 3) is a C 1 map and (7.6) T&. *; = (7^ . lOÏfafc), 3E) -Hence, the first part of the proposition is proved.
To prove the second part of the proposition we need the following lemma :
Lemma 7.1
The map defined for every x € c' and v € T x t' by : t ->$ 9(ï) (t) * (TJ\) it • v) for every t € (TJ_ 1 (Ï), T^S)) is a C l -function and the following relation holds :
(7.7) ^ (O, w (t) • (r,$ iit . »» + r.fgt .0 = 0 /or every tG^-^ï), T t (3e)) where ^ t , f°t are rte partial maps of $ t , f° re5-pectively andQ)^x ) is the curve from the proposition (6.1).
Proof of the lemma 7.1.
We shall use the local représentative $ i)Otj{â -p o y % o (id x oc' 1 ) of the map 4i { : D\ -> C\ with respect to the charts (/ X U, td X a) at (t 0 , XQ) € Di and (F, p) at ^(t 0 , x 0 ) € cj ((P, oc) is a chart at 3e 0 e c' on c').
Then the local représentative of the tangent x l-> 7^^ for X € c' and t €(T i _ 1 (x), T { (3E)) fixed, is the derivative 
